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SIA SOLIDIFIES ITS COMMERCIAL CAPABILITIES WITH THE 

ACQUISITION OF THE GERMAN CYBERSECURITY COMPANY MSS  

 

 The operation gives the company a competitive edge and provides enhanced cross-selling 

potential and new sales to the German and global customers of MSS  

 

 It expands its network of Cybersecurity Operations Centers (SOCs) by adding the MSS 

center in Mainz to its existing centers in Madrid, Mexico City and Bogota, strengthening 

the protection it provides its customers’ key operations worldwide 

 

 

Madrid, June 17th, 2021. - SIA, an Indra company, has acquired the German cybersecurity company MSS, 

highly specialized in detecting and responding to cyberattacks. 

 

The operation enables SIA to strengthen its options for the marketing of its portfolio of specialized services 

and solutions throughout Europe, covering three key areas: Digital Risk, Cybersecurity Services & Solutions 

and Digital Identity & Signature. At the same time, it provides for improved cross-selling potential and new 

sales opportunities for MSS customers (German and global entities), thanks to a product offering with strong 

added value.  

 

In addition, with this acquisition, SIA increases its capacity to support the German customers of the Indra 

Group and expands its network of Security Operations Centers (SOC) with the one that MMS has in the German 

city of Mainz, enabling SIA to provide better protection to its customers’ key operations worldwide. This 

center joins SIA’s network of SOCs in Madrid, Mexico City and Bogota, where SIA supervises the security of 

different governments and some of the largest companies in Europe. 

 

MSS will continue strengthening the values that has made it a stand-out company (flexibility, customer 

orientation and specialization), now working alongside SIA.  

 

SIA has the broadest portfolio of services and solutions in the market to solve the challenges that digital 

transformation poses to organizations. The managed cybersecurity services that SIA provides from its network 

of SOCs make up a key part of the comprehensive strategies it defines in collaboration with its customers to 

ensure their business sustainability and success. 
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About Indra 

Indra (www.indracompany.com) is one of the leading global technology and consulting companies and the 

technological partner for the key operations of its customers’ businesses around the world. It is a world-

leader in providing proprietary solutions in specific segments in Transport and Defense markets, and a 

leading firm in Digital Transformation Consultancy and Information Technologies in Spain and Latin 

America through its affiliate Minsait. Its business model is based on a comprehensive range of Bandwidth 

proprietary products, with a high-value focus and with a high innovation component. In the 

2020 financial year, Indra achieved turnover of €3.043 billion, around 48,000 employees, a local 

presence in 46 countries and business operations in over 140 countries. 

About SIA 

SIA is an Indra company that specializes in cybersecurity. It is a leader in Spain and Portugal, in the 

turnover of its services and in human talent, with more than 1,200 specialists. Its value proposition has 

two core elements: the protection of the technological footprint, which includes consulting, protection, 

detection and response services, and the set-up of new business models, with the digital identity and 

signature as brands. As a member of the Indra Group, one of the leading global technology and 

consultancy companies with business operations in 140 countries, it provides SIA with a profound 

knowledge of the sector as well as a solid worldwide presence. Further information at: www.sia.es 
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